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Ways
to Give
There are many ways to support
the amazing work that happens
every day at the Royal Alex family
of hospitals. No gift is too small,
and every contribution means so
much to the patients and staff
that they support. Honouring
Donors to the Royal Alexandra
Hospital Foundation.

Royal Alexandra Hospital Foundation

9 Ways to Give

1
In Memory —
A Gift of
Remembrance
It can be difficult to find a fitting
condolence gift for someone who has
experienced the loss of a loved one.
A memorial donation to the Royal
Alexandra Hospital or one of its centres
of medical excellence can offer a fitting
tribute to the person who so deeply
touched your life or the life of
someone you know.
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Partnerships that
Benefit Everyone
The Royal Alexandra Hospital
Foundation has always benefited from
strong support from corporate donors.
Whether companies are interested in
making a significant gift to support
our causes, to involve their employees
in charitable giving, or to encourage
their customers to donate to the
Foundation, we offer a wide range
of giving opportunities.

Royal Alexandra
Hospital Foundation
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Become a
Lifesaver —
Monthly Giving
Made Easy

Our Legacy
Builders —
Bequests and
Planned Gifts

Setting up a regular monthly donation
is an affordable, thoughtful, and easy
way to make a difference.

By making a bequest in your Will, you
have the opportunity to build a legacy.
A bequest in support of healthcare
can benefit thousands of lives by
supporting compassionate, innovative,
patient care at the Royal Alexandra
Hospital or one of its
centre of excellence.

A small monthly donation automatically
debited from your credit card or
bank account can quickly add up
to a larger gift.
Every donor makes a difference even by donating a dollar a day!

6
Special Occasion
Giving —
Celebrate by
Supporting
Healthcare
Presence instead of presents;
a wonderful way to honour
someone special.
Make a donation to honour someone
who is celebrating a special occasion,
such as a wedding anniversary or
birthday. You will receive a tax receipt
for your generous gift, and we will send
a card with your special message to the
person(s) being honoured.

Host a
Fundraising
Event
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Host your own event to support the
Royal Alexandra Hospital, Lois Hole
Hospital for Women, CK Hui Heart
Centre or Eye Institute of Alberta.
No event is too small to make a
difference! Donate a portion of your
retail store sales, hold a bake sale, a car
wash or organize a walk for one of our
meaningful causes, the possibilities are
endless and the impact will be great.
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Lois Hole Hospital
Women’s Society
If you are interested in contributing
more than just a financial contribution
we welcome you to explore the
opportunity to join our network of
activated women who are passionate
about this special place of hope and
healing, and who are motivated to
influence, inspire, and impact the future
of women’s health advances in our city
and provinces. Deeply touch your life o
the life of someone you know.

Amazing
at the Alex —
Honour an
Amazing Staff
Member
Honour someone who made a
meaningful difference in your life
while at the Royal Alexandra
Hospital through an amazing
at the Alex donation!
Maybe it was a caregiver such as a
physician or nurse. Perhaps it was one
of our cheerful and helpful support staff
in housekeeping or patient transport.
Maybe it was someone who took the
time to help you find your
way on the campus.
When patients or their family members
recognize outstanding care through
a donation back to our hospital, it is
incredibly motivating to all of us.
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Employee Giving —
Your Hospital,
Your Support
As a Royal Alexandra Hospital staff
member, your commitment to this
hospital and this community makes
it a place people believe in.
Why not join the thousands of
community-minded employees
who give regularly to the
Royal Alexandra Hospital?

9 Ways to Give

To make a
donation or for
more information,
please visit:
RoyalAlex.org | RAHFhonourroll.com
foundation@royalalex.org
780 735 4723

@RAHFoundation

Royal Alexandra Hospital Foundation
10240 Kingsway, Edmonton, AB
T5H 3V9

The Royal Alexandra Hospital Foundation is accredited
by Imagine Canada for excellence and compliance in
five key areas of operations: Board Governance,
Financial Accountability and Transparency. Fundraising,
Staff Management, and Volunteer Involvement.
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